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**Pep Parade and Rally**

**With Slimes in Regalia Will Open Grid Season**

The annual "Pep Parade" through Rice's streets by Rice students and tutors is one of the most popular events in the school's calendar. This year, the parade will be followed by a rally in the gymnasium, where speakers and music will be featured. Freshmen clothing needs for this occasion. October may be treated to some very startling efforts if only the suggestions are not too farfetched.

---

**ALL-DAY'S GAMES HONOR HUNSMEN**

Dr. John Roach Stratton Comes to Town

---

**Roghter's Owls Play Sam Houston Elephant in First Game Here**

---

**Dr. Lovett Away**

As Rice Students Start 17th Year

---

**Unable to Give Matriculation Address Due to Illness**

---

**Art House**

Due to the illness of Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett the nineteenth matriculation address, as Wednesday morning, September 28, has been post- posed indefinitely.

In announcing the postponement of the address Dr. R. C. Caldwell, told a Thresher reporter that Dr. Lovett is in a Baltimore hospital. He further said that University authorities were not certain when Dr. Lovett would be able to return.
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The Thresher

A weekly paper published by the Students of Rice Institute during the second semester of the academic year October, November, December, January, February, March, April, May, and the first week in June in the name of the Thresher, Incorporated, Houston, Texas, under the Act of March 3, 1895.

The Thresher was founded in 1895 by the students of Rice Institute. It is a student-run newspaper that covers news and events related to the university.

In the fall of 1917, The Thresher was one of the few college newspapers in the Texas area. It aimed to reflect the character of the students and the university.

The Thresher has a column of comment where editors and contributors can express their opinions and ideas. The newspaper also contains sections on events, student organizations, and advertisements.

The content of The Thresher reflects the values and interests of the students of Rice Institute, providing insights into the university's history and culture.
It is a worthy successor of Gerald Mann. It cannot in any way live up to old traditions. Many years the Farm forward, Way Cowley, ball carrying ace of the Owls. While Sammy Reed, little quarterback, may not be so stimulating for S. M. followers. The return of Earl Baccus bolsters the gridiron. The Steers are the only team in the Missouri Valley. With just six teams to fill, but Donau is back again for his final fling and should plug the gap capably. His final fling and should plug the gap capably. The return of Earl Baccus bolsters the gridiron. The Steers are the only team in the Missouri Valley. With just six teams to fill, but Donau is back again for his final fling and should plug the gap capably. His final fling and should plug the gap capably.
Rice Harrisers

Look Good as Training Begins

Brenson, Yarbrough, Arnold
Sturgis Are Veterans

Rice will enter Harvard baccalaureate degree and was a teaching assistant in modern languages last year. June will be equally as strong as that of last year. Three veterans, Brenson, Yarbrough and Arnold are back, and it will be a difficult task to pick the best man from a group that includes Janny and Walls, two of last year's freshmen stars who have been working out daily in preparation for the dual meet with S. M. Trotters in early October.

The former star first baseman of the baseball team is planning to return to the college as valedictorian of his junior class. The Freshmen schedule has not yet been given out, but will consist of the usual four terms.

SOPHIE'S PLANNING FRESHIE PARADE

Some worthwhile prizes are being offered to the various classes for the parade to be held in the amphitheater at 12 o'clock Tuesday, September 9th. The parade will be sponsored by a committee of Freshmen students and will be the first school event of that order. It is hoped that the Freshmen will use their creative ingenuity in planning and executing the parade.

The initial Sophomore meeting of the Freshmen in the amphitheater is called to order by Mr. Charles A. M. Martin, president, and was followed by a program of music and speeches. The program of music included "The Star Spangled Banner," "America," and "Onward, Christian Soldiers." The speeches were delivered by Mr. Charles A. M. Martin, president, and were followed by a song, "The Fighting Eleven," sung by the Freshmen.

The Freshmen schedule has not yet been given out, but will consist of the usual four terms.
Baptist Sunday School Provides Transportation

Rice Wheaton Wheeler of Dallas take the place of Rice Dick McGoon as editor of the Owl for the current year. Rice Wheeler has previously held the same position while on the campus. He is a member of the Baptist Sunday school, the Rice class of the South Methodist University and a veteran of the World War I. He is known in the community as being a devoted student and a member of the Baptist Church.

Rice is an expert in preparing and serving meals as well as being able to drive a car. He has been an active member of the Sunday School for the past three years and is well known to the students.

O.W.L.S. Outline Program For Freshmen in First Month

The first five of the season held on September 22 showed the backbone of the Owls vote to be 4 in favor of a 1 against. The vote was 3 in favor of a 2 against.

The Owls have been rehearsing steadily for the past several weeks under the direction of Director John McConnel. The Owls have been working on the outline for the new season and are expected to be well prepared for the upcoming season.

ATTENTION! Rice Students Girls

The registration department is now ready to receive applications for the new semester. Applications may be obtained from the registrar's office.

Sophisticated Senior Views the Mob

The Finnish House has been the center of attention for the past few days. The house has been the scene of a number of events, including a dance and a concert. The Sophisticated Senior Views the Mob article is a commentary on the events at the Finnish House.

FALL 1928

We are now showing a complete line of new Fall Fruits and Top Coats.

It will be a pleasure to show you our stock.

You will be greatly surprised at the wonderful showing of all the latest models and patterns, and the low price.

SUITs AND TOP COATS

$19.75 to $45.00

MANY SUITS HAVE TWO PANTS

VICTOR-SMITH

621 MAIN ST.

Battelstein's

461 MAIN ST.

1928 MAIN ST.

Welcome Fellows!

Back at Rice, the feel of the Mob under the feet, old friends—and the old girl—things that a Freshman doesn't understand.

Ready to start anew—the old friends that are new, new faces, a new spirit; even new clothes that give that fresh-from-the-Hill feeling.

When they start looking you over and telling you how "hot" your clothes are, you'd better be glad they're them.
**The Dance Revue**

Another tradition shot—the Rice Band—has gone the way of the Mines; their struggle, brave battle, and Folly 10. However, the score still graphic, punishing, judging from the rush. Handbills, broadsides, inscriptions, programs huge—well, let it go at least.

That good looking Jack Allen at the box, taking Jack’s place. Girls who— the Engineers’ Dance is not far.

In spite of the standing thing it’s good to be back at Army House you— so here Joker appearing, soulful walks from his clarinet— not creating soulful blues— No, make ending friendly greetings— have your worst real club party.

Good job, J. C. McNally, Band leader, choreographing. This is the first time he has been written up in The Thresher because he always remembers everything about Band last year.

Yes, if you are a chaperon next week, please tell some of the little high school flappers to save offices on their dates— they are no proposition to be.

The Lovely Lady attracting much attention is Paula McDonald, transfer from West End Schools. Some people say that she is an A. and H. student. killers at times but they are good looking.

Mournful wails from his clarinet— Slime Billy Terrill from Fort Worth.

The wild dash for food down Main Street. Will it be Mike’s again this year?

X-R: to freshmen: Don’t get up about getting mentioned in Scene this week. It happens to all students.

Business is not an essential prerequisite in designing scenery. Need for those who have business ability is not an essential prerequisite. The wild dash for food down Main Street. Will it be Mike’s again this year?
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